Introduction and Summary.
The motivation for this paper stems from the following result:
-Let D be a bounded domain in R ~ whose boundary 8D is of class C 2+~ for some ~ ~ (0, 1). Let ~ denote the Laplavian and the sequence o] eigenvatues of the boundary value problem (Au)(x) ÷ ~u(x) = 0 x e D u(x) = 0 x ~ 3D , with each ~ occurring in the sequenee as o]ten as its multiplicity. I/g ~ CI(R, R), and there exist constants 7 and 7' and an integer £V sueh that

Z~ ~ 7<g'(t)< ~,'<: ).N+~ for all t ~ R, then ]or any p ~ C~(D) there exists a unique solution o] the boundary value problem (P) Au(x) + g(u(x)) = p(x) x e D
u(x) = 0 x ~ ~D .
This result was essentially given by C. L. DOLPtt in [!1] . Although the result is not explicit in [11] , it follows immediately from results concerning nonlinear integral equations of the ttammerstein type via use of the Green's function for the boundary value problem (Au) ( 
x)= ](x), x eD; u(x)= O, x E ~D.
For different derivations which depend on implicit function theoretic arguments we refer the reader to the papers [9] and [16] . Generalizations, which give conditions for existence only, can be found in [13] and [14] .
(*) Entr~a in Redazione 18 settembre 1977. A)~B]~OSETTI and P~o~)~ studied the boundary v~lue problem (P) under the assumption that the range of g' contains an eigenvalue. Specifically, in [2] , they showed that if g(0) = 0, g"(t) > 0 for ~ll t, andtl~mg'(t) =-g'(~ c~) with then (P) bus either zero, one, or two solutions. More precisely, they showed that in the Banach space C~(D) there exists a C ~ closed manifold M whose complement consists of two components Uo and U2 such that (P) has no solution for p E Uo, (P) has two solutions for p e U,, and (P) has one solution for p E M.
In this paper we also consider the boundary value problem under the assumption that the r~nge of g' contains an eigenvalue. We shall show that slight alterations of the conditions of Theorem D imply nonuniqueness of the solutions of (P) for suitably restricted p(x). With stronger assumptions on g we can give the exact number of solutions. Specifically, we will prove the following results: 
T~EO~E~ A. -Let D and p satis]y the same smoothness contitions as in Theorem D. Assume g(O) = O, g E C1( -c~, c~), and g' is bounded. I] there exist an integer N and numbers 7 and y' such that )~v ~ y ~ ~"~ ~+~ with g'(t) ~7' ]or all t ~ (--0% co) and (*)
and
(.eo) (Au)(x) + g(u(~)) = o x e D u(x) = 0 x ~ ~D has at least two solutions; in particular, there exists a nontrivial solution el (Po). If, in addition to (,$), we assume that (***) g'(O) ~ ).j for all j, then, i] the L2(D) norm el p(x) is suNiciently small, the nonhomogeneous problem (P)
has at least three solutions.
Tm~O~EM B. -Zet p and D satis]y the same smoothness conditions as in Theorem D. Assume that g(O) = O, g ~ G~(R, R), and that tg"(t) ~ 0 almost everywhere. I] lira g'(t) t-~ oo = g'(~) and limg'(t)= g'(--c~) are ]inite and there exists an integer • sqzch that t-~ oo (a) 2~-_1 ~ g'(O) ~ ~, (b) ~< g'(c~) < ~N+~,
and (e) ~< g'(--c~) < ~+1, then there exists a number r > 0 such that problem (P) has exactly three solutions provided that the Z2 (D) norm o] p is smaller than r. We emphasize that it is not necessary that
In case the function g is odd we have the following substantial improvement of the first part of Theorem A:
TttEOI~E~ C.
-I] the hypotheses o/ Theorem A are satisfied, i] g is odd, and i/ K <N is the integer such that
).x_i<g'(0) < 2x<~ then there are at least 2(N --K -~-1) nontrivial solutions of (Po)-In Theorem A, the condition (.) will be satisfied if lim infg'(t)>~. However, g'(t) can be less than 7 for arbitrarily large values of t ~ and still satisfy condition (.).
Our method of proving al] three theorems consists of reducing a certain infinite dimensional problem to a finite dimensional problem and then applying finite dimensional critical point theory. Our main tool from critical point theory, which is Theorem 1 of the next section, appears to be new an4 we hope that it will have other applications. To prove Theorem C we make use of a result due to CLA~K [8] concerning Zusternik-Sehnirelman theory.
Although the idea of reducing problems such as/) to finite dimensional problems has now become standard (see for example [3] or [6] ), our method of reduction is novel in the sense that it involves a variational principle. The abstract methods developed in this paper can obviously be used to treat more general elliptic boundary v~lue problems and nonlinear integral equations of the Hammerstein type--we have considered the simple problem (P) for clarity of exposition.
We mention one open problem related to Theorem C that we have not been able to resolve using our methods. In this case n ~ 1 we can show that, if the conditions of Theorem A hold, then the assertion of Theorem C is true without the condition that g be odd. We suspect that this also holds for n > 1.
-Finite dimensional critical point theory.
The main results of this section will be used only in the proof of the second assertion of Theorem A and in Theorem B.
Let ] ~ CI(R ., R). If c is a real number we let We suy that ] satisfies the Palais-Smale condtion, or (P-S) if, whenever {x~}~ is a sequence such that {f(x,)}~ is bounded and Vf(x~) -~ 0 as n --> c~, then some subsequence of {x~}~ converges.
The following (~ deformation lemma ~ is a very special case of a known result due to CLA~K [8] . will denote the corresponding augmented homology functor. For further explanation of these terms see [12] or [22] . and the theorem is proved. If VJ(2) = 0, we say that ~ is a nondegenerate critical point of f if the Hessian matrix of / at ~ is nonsingular.
TttEOICEt~I 3. -.Let f e C'(R n, R). If f(x) ---> c~ as I]x[l --> c~; if rain ](x) = ](xo) and if there exists a nondegenerate critical point xl of f such that x~ V: xo, then f has at least three distinct critical points.
P~oo~. -If xo is a point such that f(xo) = .rain f(x), then Vf(xo) = 0, and if f has an isolated minimum at xo, then i(Vf, Xo) ~ 1. A proof of this geometrically evident fact can be found in [20] or [21] . Since x1 is a nondegenerate critical point of f, it follows that i(V], xl) = ~ 1 (see [17, p. 37] ). If the theorem were false the only eritiea.1 points of f would be xl and an. isolated minimum point xo. Consequently, the sum of the indices of V/at its zeros would be 0 or 2, contradicting Theorem 2. This proves the result. 
2.-An abstract theorem on I-Iilbert space functionals.
Our next result is a strengthening of a theorem proved in [5] and [16] . A few details will be omitted in the proof.
Let H be ~ real Itilbert spuce and 17 ~ real valued function defined on H with second continuous Fr~chet derivutive. As is customary, we define a C ~ m~p V/~:
, w} by means of the l~iesz-Frechet theorem.
The derivative o~ VF at u e H, which is a self-adjoint operator on H, will be denoted by D~F(u). 
(D~(O)x, x}<~O, /or all x~X~, (P~F(O)y, y}>~m~llylI ~ for all y e Y~. exist closed subspaces X and Y of 11 and a constant m ~ 0 such that
<VF(x ÷ qv(x)), k> = 0 for all k e Y, and such that
(s) t'(x ÷ ~(x)) = min 2'(x ÷ y).
yql r A simple argument based on the implicit function theorem shows that the condition (viii) implies that ~ is of class C 1. See [16, p. 597-598] for the details.
We claim that the function G: X -> R, which is defined by G(
is of class C ~. This is not immediately apparent since we only know that ~ e C~( Y, X). If h~ X, we have
Since ~'(x) is a linear map from X to Y we see that k ~ qJ(x)(h) ~ Y, so by (7) and the above
<W(x), h> = <VF(x + ~(x)), h>.
Since 2' is of class C 2, VF is of class C1; hence, since ~ ~ C 1, it follows that <VG(x), h> is of class C 1 for all h e K. This implies that G is of class C2~ and if h e X,
<D~O(x)h,h> =~<VG(x÷th),h>lt=o = <VE(x÷th+cf(x+th)),h>t~=o = <D2~(x + ~s(x))(h + ~v'(x)(h)), h}.
In order to obtain another expression for <D2G(x)h, h> we observe from (7) 
To prove the first assertion of Theorem 4, we observe, by setting y = 0 in (8) , that
Hence, according to assumption (viii), (13) Since dim X < 0% this implies the existence of xo e X with (14) G(xo) = max G(x). (8) and (14) it follows that
To complete the proof of the first assertion we must show that uo # 0. To this end we consider the subspace W of H defined by w = {w e HEw = ~ + ~'(Xo)(a), ~ e x}.
Since ~o'(Xo)(h) ~ Y if h ~ X and X c~ Y = {0}, it follows that dim W = dim X. h ~ X, then by (14), 4 2 To prove the second assertion of Theorem 4, we first observe that 0 is a critieM point of G distinct from xo. Indeed, since Vi~(0) = 0, and since according to (6) , given x e X, q~(x) is the unique member of :Y such that (VF(x @ ~(x)), k) = 0 for all k E I z, it follows that ~(0) = 0. Therefore, by (9) , if h ~ X, <VG(0), h) = (VF(0 @ ~(0)), h) = <VE(0),h) = 0, so VG(0) = 0. Since, as shown above u0= xo @ ¢(xo) ¢ 0, it follows that xo ¢ 0.
<D~G(xo)h, h> =~ G(xo + th)[~o<O.
We claim tha,t the condition (iii*) implies that 0 is ~ nondegenerate critical point. To see this, we first show thut the kernel of D~F(0) is trivial. If D2/~(0)~ = 0 and u = r @ s with r e X1 and s e Yx then the self-adjointness of D~F(0) implies that
= <r--s, D2F(O)(r @ s)) = <r, D~tZ(O)r)-<s, D~F(O)s).
Since conditions (iii*) and (iv) imply that <s, D~F(O)s)< 0 unless s = 0, and <r, D2F(O)r) > 0 unless r = 0, it follows that u = 0. Suppose now that for some hleX D~/(0) hi = 0. It follows from (9) that if h~ e X then From the definition of X1 and Y1, and (17)- (18) = m~(s, s) ,.
(D2.~(0)8, 8)~ = (s, s)~--g'(O)(s, s)o> (1--~)) (s, s}~
Since m~ > 0, conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4 are verified. Since the remainder of the conditions (i)-(viii) of Theorem 4 are obviously satisfied, it follows that conditions (.) and (**) of Theorem A imply the existence of at least two solutions of problem (Po). Suppose now that condition (***) of Theorem A is satisfied. In this case we see from (23) that (25) ).~_~ < g'(0) < ~x.
If X~ and :Y~ are defined as before, then the inequality (D~(O)s,s}~m~(s,s~}a
for s ~ Y1 is still valid and our previous reasoning shows that i~ r e X~, then 
(D~(O)r, r}l = (r, r}~ --g'(O) (r, r}o < [1 --g'(O)] (r, r}l -~ --ms (r, r}~ where m.. > 0. Since D2F is continuous there exists ~ > 0 such that ID2F(u)---D2_F(O)I < rain (m~/2, m~/2)
From (23), if v, w~H, (D~F(0) v, w}l = (v, w}l--g'(O)(v, w}o; hence, D~F(O)v = ~-~ v --g'(0) Tv~ where T is the linear operator on H defined by <Tv, w}l = <v, w}o. Since the injection from J~(D) into L2(D) is compact, T is a compact operator on H.
If u e kernel D2F(O), then u is a weak solution of Au ~-gf(0)u ----0 in D, u = 0 on ~D.
Since, by standard regularity theory, u is a classical solution, we see from (25) that u = 0. Hence, by the Fredholm alternative, the continuous linear map D~E(O) DsE(0): H -~ H is one-to-one and onto. Therefore, since V/~(0) ~--0, it follows from the inverse function theorem (see, for example [15] ) that there exists an open set U in H containing 0 such that the restriction of VE to U is one-to-one, V/F(U) is an open set containing 0, and VE restricted to U has a C 1 inverse. Without loss of generality we may assume that Iull< (~1 for all u e U.
Suppose that r> 0 is such that Iv[1 < r implies that v e V/~(U). We claim that if p e Z~(D) and IP Io < %/~ r, then there exists a unique weak solution ~ of the pro- We now fix p an4 ~ and define FI: H -> R by
We will show that F~ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, with (iii) replaced by (iii*). We shall prove Theorem B via several lemmas. The first, which is stated for future reference, is essentially implicit in the proof of Theorem 4. (8) and (13) respectively.
LE~r~A 1. -Let H be a real Hilbert space and let ~ ~ C~(H, R) satisfy conditions (v), (vii), and (viii) of Theorem 4 with dim X < co. In order that VF(u) ~ 0 it is necessary and sufficient that /or some x ~ X, u ~ x ~ 9~(x) and VG(x)----0 where qD: X-> ~Y and G: X-->R are defined by
The sufficiency of these conditions follows immediately from (7), (9), and condition (v). As shown in the proof of Theorem 4, if for a given ~ ~ X there exists a y e :Y such that (VI#(& -~ y), k) ~ 0 for all k e Y, then y ----~(&). Therefore, the necessity is clear from (v) and (9) .
Assume that the function g ss~tisfies the conditions of Theorem B. From the condition tg"(t) ~> O, a.e. and conditions (a), (b) and (c) it is clear that g satisfies the hypotheses of the first part of Theorem A, where we m~y choose y and 7' to be any numbers satisfying ~x < 7 < rain {g'(--c~), g'( oo)} <max {g'(--co), g'( oo)} <7'< ~N+I. In the last section it will be shown that, as a result of standard regularity theory, uo is actually a classical solution of (30). Assuming that this is true for the time being, the simple form of (30) for all t e (--co, oo).
If {Yk}~ and {~}~ denote the eigenvalues of (37) and (38) 
i ----7~+~ < fl~+~.
Since uo(x)~ O, it follows from (30) that 1 is eigcnvalue of (32); hence from (40) and ( 
g(t) -~ h(t)t ~-H(t) , ]H(t)]<L
for some constant L. Suppose p e L~(D) and ]plo < r. Let u be a weak solution of (P). zt is a weak solution of (-Po). Therefore, each z~, 1 : 0, 1, 2, 3, is equal to some u~, k = 0, i, 2. This means that some two of the four sequences {u~}~=~, 0<l~<3 must converge to the same weak solution of (Po). Since for each j, the four functions u~, 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3 are distinct, and since IP~[o -> 0 as j -~ c% this contradicts Lemma for j large and Theorem B is proved.
-Proof of Theorem C.
To prove Theorem C we make use of the following result due to CLA~K [8, 
h(x) ~ p(x) --g(u(x)) e L~(D) .
Therefore, since u is a generalized solution of l~epeating this argument a sufficient number of times, we can conclude that u e W~,~ where r is so large that 0 < ~ < 1 --(n/r). Since W2,~ _c W,,~, it follows from a result due to MO~E¥ [19, Theorem 3.3.3] 
that u ~ C~(D) where the H61der exponent fl ~-1 --(n/r). Since g' is continuous and C~(D) c_ C~(D), h(x) = p(x) --g(u(x)) e C~(D).
Therefore, since ~D is of class C2+% it follows by standard potential theory [10] that there exists a solution of with v E C ~+~. Since u and v are both f/l-weak solutions of (53) and (55) has a unique /~l-weak solution, u = v. This proves that u is a classical solution of (P).
